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NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF
SHOCK-INDUCED INITIATION OF DETONATIONS*

G. E. Curt and J. H. M. Fu
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los A1OMDS, Ne~ Mexico

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the results of some numrical calculations of the
impact of steel cylinders and spheres on the plastic-bonded high explosive
PBX 9501. The calculations were carried out by a reactive, multicomponent.
two-di~nsional, Euler!an hydrodynamic cunputer code, 2DE. The 2DE compu-
ter code ts a finite difference code that uses the donor-acceptor-cell
method to cunpute mixed cell fluxes.

The mchanism of shock initiation to det nation in heterogeneous
explosives is best described as local decomposition at hot sputs that are
formed by shock interactions with density discontinuities. The liberated
mergy strengthens the shock so that as it Interacts with additional inho-
mogeneities, hotter hot spots are formed, and rmre of the explosive is
decomposed. The shock wave qrows stronger until a detonation begins. This
mchanism of initiation has been described numerically by the Fcrest Fire
burn model, which gives the rate of explosive decomposition as a function cf
local pressure. The parameters in the Forest Fire burn model have been
developed frm experiments where the induced shock approximates a plane wav~
and are applied, in this case, to a situation wheremmthe induced shock is a
divergent wave with curvature that depends on the size and shape of the
projectile.

The calculated results have been compared with results from experi-
ments involving instrumented nmck and live high explosives. with projec-
tiles of varying sizes, shapes, and velocities, We find that there is good
agreement between the calculated and experimental data.

INTRODUCTION

A major problem in the handling and storage of munitions, and of
explosive materials In general, is the possibility of the propagation of
detonations from a damaged warhead,or motor into nearby explor,ivc ol)j~lcts.
Because modern high-specific impulse solid fu~ls are COMDOSed mainly of
ex~losive substances, concern with problems of sympathetic detonation has
increased, This sympathetic detonation phenomenon can bd caIJsed by the
bl~st frcm the primary explosion or by the impact of debris fragments,

●Th IS mrk was supported by the US Department of Energy, Office of Militariy
Appllcatlons. We gratefully acknowledge the assistance and contrihutinns of
C. L. Mad~r, C. A. Forest, A, L. Bowman, J. D, Kershner, L, A. Gritzo, and
L. U. Hantel. The Instrumented projectile Impact experiments were perfornrd
by G. A. Carlson, T, R. King, R, J. DeWitt, J. A. Sanchez, and
K, C. Peclerson: the unlnstrumented experi~nts were performed by
J. A. Sanchez and K. C. Pederson.
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This study concentrates on impact by simu?ated steel debris fragments on
F13X9501, a mixture of 95% HhiX-2, 2,5’ nitroplasticizer, and 2.5’;.Estane by
weight. The approach used here could be applied with more typical rocket
propellants. to determine critical debris particle sizes and velocities
that vnuld net cause a detonation.

The shock initiation of a detonation refers to a process in which a
shock wave induced in an explosive charge develops into a propagating deto-
nation wave. !n many experimental studies, the induced shock is generated
by a plare-wave lens or by a flying plate whose characteristic length is
larger than or is comparable to that of the explosive sample. In those
studies, the assumption that the induced shock is a plane wave is a reason-
able approximation before the arrival of the mloadicg rarefaction waves.
The plane-wave approximation has been used in the sensitivity studies of
many explosives. The well-known Pop plots for a variety of explosives are
the result of those studies. The Pop plot of an explosive is a sensitivity
indicator that expresses the distance of run to detonation as a function of
the initial pressure.

When a small projectile strikes a high explosive (HE) sample, the
propagating shock wave may decay and die. failing to initiate a detonation,
or it may be amplified and initiate a detonation-in the explosive. The
decay of the wave is caused by rarefaction waves from interfaces and by
geometric-dlvergerlce effect: both weaken the shock. On the other hand,

shock interacts with dunsity discontinuities to create loca’
~~~p~~~~~~~,2 Theenergy released from tkteshock-induced decomposition
of the explosive at hot spots strengthens the shock. If the strengthen
process p:-evails, a detonation will result. Thus, the shock initiation

the
the

ng
in

an explosive struck by a projectile depends on the type and configuration
of the target explosive and the material, velocity, and shape of the inci-
dent projectile.

EXPERIMENTS

The numerical study and accompanying experiments involved a single
type of test. The projectiles were fired from a gas un at a small block

!of PBX 9501 or 900-10 mock (1.867 g/cm3 (116.7 lbm/ft ) density) explo-
sive. The 900-10 and some of the PBX 9501 blocks were instrumented with
carbon and Manganin gauges to nwasure pressure and Constantan gauges to
measure strains. The gauges were locat,eclorl-axis at 17 mrr (0.67 in,) and
34 nun (1,34 in.) from the impact surface and 10rIwTI(0.39 in.) off-axis at
17 mm (0.67 in.) from the impact surface. A sumnary of the reslllts that
are used as a basis for comparison with the numerical f.alr(llalinnsis qivpn
in Table

For ~
(2772 ft,
(0.67 in
GPa (?.0
PBX 9501

1.

7.62 nm (0,30 in.)-diam steel cylind~rs impacting at FM5 m/s
S) on 900-10. the peak shock pressures measured at 17 mm
) and 34 nwn (],34 in.) on-axis were 0.2 ● C.03 and O.Ob * 0.015
* 0.3 and 0,60 ● 0,15 kbar), respectively. For the same imp,lcton
the avcraqe pressures were about a factor of 8 hiaher hecausc of

the low-order reactions in the }IE,but a full detonation dij not.orcllr.
The uninstrumented PBX 9501 detonated on Impact at 873 m/s (2R64 ft/s) with
the same projectile. A cylindrical projectile almost half th~ rtiam~trr
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

I. Instrumented Targets, PBX 9501 and 900-10 (- 1 m Range)
7.62 nwndiam x 15.24 nvn long (0.30 in. diam x 0.6!) in. long) steel
cylinders at 845 ● 10m/s (2772 * 33 ft/s).a

Peak Shock Pressure (GPa)h

Sj:t I?19Q On Axis 10mm (0.39 in.) Off Axis
17 mm (0.67 in.) 34 mm (1.34 in.) _. 17 nnn (0.67 in.)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

AVG
AVG

900-10
900-10
900-10
900-10
PBX 9501
PBX 9501
900-10
P9X 9501

0.230
0.2CX)
0.170
0.140
1.250
1.670
0,20 ● 0.03
1.530 * 0.25

0.05 0.160
0.07 0.1:0

0:07
0.41 0.;00

1.550
0.060 ● 0.015 0145 * 0.02
0.41G 1.?20 ● 0.350

11. Uninstrumented Targets, PEX 9501 ( 12 m Range)

Shot Steel Projectile
No. Size, mn (in.) Shape Velocity, m;s (ft/r) Resultc—— —. —. .—

1-7 6.35 (0.25) diam sphur-e 1238 to 2506 No g~
~4062 to 8222)

8 7.62 (0.30) dir+ cylinder 873 (2864) Go
x 15.2 (0,60) lung

9 3,35 (0.13) diam cylinder 2275 (746d ) Go
x 6.71 (0,?6) long

10 3.35 (0.13) diam cylinder 2093 (6867) No go
X 6,71 (0.26) lcng

11 3.35 (0.13) diam cylinder 2178 (7146) Go
x 6.71 (C,26) long

12-15 7.94 (0.31) diam sphc.re 1700 to 1850 No CJO

(5577 to 60:0)

11 projectiles str~ck the PBX 950! surface at 0“ obliquity, within 5 mm
(0.20 in.) of centerline.

bl GPa ~ lo kbar.

cGo _ detonation.
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caused a detonation at 2178 m/s (7146 ft/s), but not at 2093 mls
(6867 ft/s).

No detonations were observed with 7.94 nm-diam (0.31 in.) spherical
projectiles at velocities to 1.85 km/s (6070 ft/s). Spherical projectiles
6.35 m (0.25 in.) in diam did not cause detonations at velocities up to
2.506 km/s (8222 ft/s).

MODEL

The computation of sympathetic detonation from projectile impact was
perfornwd with the tw-dimensional Eulerian reactive hydrodynamic code,
2DE,2~3 using the Forest Fire burn rate.1~2 The equation-of-state data
used in these calculations are given in Appendix A~ The Forest Fire burn,
rate paramters and Pop plot data are given in Appendix B. The Pop plots
for PBX 9501 and PBX 9404* are given in Fig. 1. The density of the
PBX 9501 used in these experiments and computations was 1.833 g/cm3
(114)6 lbm/ft3). PBX 9501 is slightly less sensitive than PBX 9404.
The scatter in the experimental data for PBX 9501 gives an indication of
the relative error in our calculated results. The partially re~cted
Hugoniots are given in Fig. 2 for 900-10, PBX 9501, and PBX 9404.

The configuration of the explosive target in the computer model is
cylindrical with the centerlines of the projectile and target coincident
(Fig. 3). Typical mesh dimensions and numbers of computational cells are
given in the R and Z directions.

An important parameter in numrical modeling of shock waves is the
artificial viscosity used in finite-difference solutions to smear out the
shock . Without artificial viscosity. the step changes illpressure and tem-
perature across the shock can occur within a single me~n cell and make the
numerical solution unstable. There is no a priori mthod of determining
the best value of the artificial viscosity for al-y given problem, although
the shock must be snared across a few msh cells for stability. lf the
artificial ‘viscosity is too large, the shock pressure will be r~duced.
This would be particularly serious in the present study because the Forest
Fire burn rate would also be affected by the incorrect pressure. The
numerical nmdel was calibrated by ensuring that the artificial viscosity
was small enough that the numerical model predicted the measured pressures
in the experiments.

RESIJLTS

900-10

For the cylinder impact corresponding to the experiments
Table 11 gives the calculated peak shock pressures correspond
measurement locations.

*Composit ion O1–PBX 9404 is 94” HMX, 3’ rlttroc~llulose, and 3
chloroethyl phosphate.

conditions.
ng to the

tris-O-
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TABLE 11

PEAK SHOCK PRESSURE IN 900-10
Struck by 7.62 mm (0.30 in.) diam Cylinder

at 845 mls (2772 ftls).

Location
Peak Pressure, GPaa

Yeasux Calculated,—

On axis, Z = 17 mm (0.67 in.) 0.200 * 0.03 0,235
Off axis, Z = 17mm (0.67 in.) 0.145 * 0.02 0.205

al GPa= 10 khar.

A series of presslJre profiles (Fig. 4) taken along the axis at various
times after impact, shows that the leadi;tgedge of the shock wave is fairly
sharp and extends across several mesh cells. The artificial viscosity used
for this case is 0.25. Figure 5 silows isobars at about 2 us after impact.
indicating the curvature caused by ~zwefactions and divergence.

PBX 9501

The same calculational model was used fo? the P2X 9501 except for the
properties. The impact velocity was again 845 m/s ‘2772 ft/s). Table III
gives the comparison between the average experinten:.aland calculated peak
shock pressllres. Althouqh considerable decomposition of the HE took place.
there was no detonation in either tne experiment or the calculation.
Figure 6 ShOh’Sthe shock pressure and the unburned mass fraction versus
distance (cell number) along the Z axis. The ‘ncrease in peak pressure
over that observed with 900-10 is a cc.~sequence of the energy i-eleased by
chemical decomposition of the PBX 9501. The curvature in the shock wave is
essentially identical to that observed W.‘th 900-10 (Fig. 7).

TABLE 1;1

PEAK SHOCK PRESSURE IN P6X 9501
Struck Ly 7.6? m (0.3~ in.)-diam cylinder

at E!45mls (2772 ftls).

Peak Pressure. GPaa
Location Measu~ a)culated——

On axis. 7 = 17 mm (0.67 in.) 1.530* 0.?5 1.4s0
off axis. Z = i7 mm (0.67 in.) 10220* 9.350 1.160

The c~lculatitillwas then repedted with identical paramters except
that the cylinder velocity was increased to 873 m/s (7864 ft/s). A full
deton,ltion occurred after a run (If7.14 mm (0.28 in.). Based on an initial
presslre of 5.5 GPa (55 kbar) from matched Hugoniots for steel and
unrea(ted PBX 9501, the Dop plot indicates a run to detonation of 4.5? mm
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(0.18 in.), The increased distance to detonation can be attributed to the
decay in shock pressure with divergence. Figure 8 shows isobars and con-
tours of constant mass fraction for times just before and just.after the
start of detonation, 50 computational cycles, or less than 0.5 us apart.
The corresponding pressure profiles and mass fractions versus distance
along the centerline are shown In Fig. 9. The shock prezsure is increasing
with time as the detonation builds up behind it. Eventually, a steady
detonation wave will be reached with peak pressure equal to 33.5 GPa
(335 kbar), slightly less than that of the Chapman-Jouguet joint.

Cylinder, 3.35 mm (0.13 in.)-diam

i.!lJchhigher velocities were required to cause a detonation in the
experiments with the smaller cylinder. The same computatiorlal model was
used. except that the nw?sh size was reduced to help resolve paramters on
the smaller scale. The behavio- of tfieexplostve is quite different than
described previously for the larger cylinder. Figure 10 shows the pe~k
pressure in the explosive plotted as a function Ji time after the im~act
for three different sets of conditions:

1. Impact at 2.093 km/s (6867 ft/s) with the cherical re~ctior, in
the explosive turned off.

2. Impact at 2.0g3 km/s (6967 ft/s~ with the Forest Fire ktiJrr, mnde?
(reaction turned on).

3. Impact at 2.178 km/s !7146 ft/s) with th~ Forest Fire b~’-nmodel.

In the first case, the peak pressure does not eql~al t~le18.4 GPa
(184 kbar) predicted from m~tched Hugorliots for the nonreacterl HE ani!
steel. In the second case, the pressure rises in about 0.3 Us to ahwt
28 GPa (280 kbar) because of the reaction, but again falls off. Some of
the computational cells near the centerline and the impact interface are
completely reacted, a conc!ition that ordinarily (in one-dim~nsional compu-
tations or ;n those just described for the larqer cylinder) would propagate
into ~ high-order detonation, In this case. the projectile is small ~nouq~~
that side ~“arefactions quickly reduc~ the peak pressure and the explosive
d~es not detonate, in agreement with experimental observations. As a
matter of interest, the failure diameter for PEX 9404 is 1,?0 ● 0.? nw
(0.047 ● 0.008 in.), shout 35 Cf the projectile’s riiamet~r. TIIpfail~J)-e
diameter for PBX 9501 has not been determined, hut should he app’-oyimatv!y
the same. In the third case. tne peak pressure rises to about 28 GPa
(280 kbar) in the first 0.3 vs and falls to about 14 GPa (140 khar) ahnut
1.0 us after that. However, because the energ,v released in th~ ;h~miral
reaction is enough to avercome the effect of the sirh=rarefact ir)nc,thr
peak pressure increases again and a full detonation reslllt.s,

The isobars and contours of constant mass fract inn fnr th~ Ialter two
cases are compared in Fig. :1.
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Sphere, 6.35 I!WI’I(0.25 in.)-diam

The impact of the steel sphere with the PBX 9501 was calculated for
one velocity, 1852 m/s (6077 ft/s). Recall that the experiments determined
that no detonation occurred for seven tests with impact velocities ranging
from 1.238 to 2.506 km/s (4062 to 6745 ft/s). The isobars at 0.20 US and
1.58 US after impact are shown in Fig. 12. The effect of rarefactions can
be s~n at the sphere-HE interface. The peak pressure reached in this case
is only 11 GPa (0.11 Mbar) versus 15.4 GPa (0.154 Mbar) that is predicted
from matched Hugonicts for nonreacting explosive and steel.

CONCLUSIONS

The shock-induced detonation of small samples of PBX 9501 by the
impact of projectiles of different shapes and sizes has been modeled suc-
cessfully. The results of the calculations are in goo~ agreement with
experimental observations. We can predict other results from considera-
tions of projectile velocity, size, shape, and explosive properties.

The curvature of the impact-induced shock wave cau~ed by side rarefac-
t,ions and geometric divergence is the major difference between this class
of shock-induced detonation and that caused by a plane-wave lens or flyer
plate. These effects cannot be scaled easily because of nonlinear interac-
tions.

APPENDIX A

EQUATION OF STATE

The HOM equation of state is used to s?lve for pressure P and
temperature T in a cell, with specific volume V and specific internal
energy I as input. The shock velocity Us and the particle velocity Up
are related by

l+ = c + sup.

The equations for a solid are

PH = C?(VO - v)/[’/o - S(vo v)]?

X=i’nv

IH K (1/?) pH(V~ - V)

T = (I - IH) (23 890)/Cv ‘ rH

Th~ equations for a gas a,e
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Y = in Pi

Y = A+ BX+cX2+DX3+EX4

~n Ii = K+ Ly+My2+Ny3+oy4

Ii =Ii-Z

$nTi=Q+RX SX2 + Tx3 + UX4

-1/B = R + 2SX + 3TX2 4UX3

P = [1/(BV)] (1 - Ii) + Pi

T = (I - 11) (23 E!90)’f~ + Tj

The solution for a cell with more than one compon~nt is based on
combination- of these equations.2~3

The equation-of-state parameters used in this study are tabulated in
Table A-I. The units are volume (cmS/g), energy (Mba”-cm3/q’, pressure
(Mbar), <temperature (K), velocity (cm/~s). and heat capacity (cal/g-K~.

TABLE A I

EQUATIOfi OF STATE PL!7AVETE2S

PBX 9501

29500@ooooooocE-ol
Zoltooooooooooc+oc

-lo7362$e~cl ~ooE+ol
-l oll107s475$OCE+02
-1.941e 53902200:+02
‘lc418535G26@OOE+02
-3.35G704$07400fc+ol

105CCOOCOOOOOOF+OC
3oOOOO090~OOOOE-01
5.45553737040CE-01
1.COCCOCCCOCOCE-C4

‘30525@?2EJ40tJOOE+O0
-2.602094152600E+O0
2.t15657C58bOOE-01

Slce;

4.5~o~o~o@oo~~-ol J
i.5100000000clK+oo Y

-3.GE?3&25874S3r+03 c“
‘7. 032119540&4E+03 v
-4. E2670213E!9CIIL+03 u
‘j.4&6?e~~~l18E+03

3,043215493500~-02
-10e32$53\tltCCE-(’?
‘106122137344OOE*OG
5.2T511754?20CC-01
700243Q432?500E-02
4.643G24952000E-03
102341396354OOF-O4
7.36t)2bOt5t300E+OC

-5.cet70c]6e3ccf-cl
3. 5535t)8?30bOi)C-02
3.Q42242~44100E-02

‘103673EIOC273OOE-O2
5.CCCCGOCOOOOC[-C1
1.00@0OOOOOOOOE-01

-1.6639161S$183~+03
.2. 0000OOOCIOOOE+OO
1. 07000000000C-CI1
1.263104711 OOE,-OI
lQ17000013000flE-05
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TABLE A-1, EQUATION OF SrATE PARAMETERS - CONTINUED

Air

-4.506025426ES~+O0
-1.275461 !0628~+O0
-3.74Z766002WE-03
1-Z3929236747C- 02

-2.076941E2929E-03
‘=1.626S544743SE+O0

9.052~314661SE-02
2’.69OO4997?26E-O3

-S.43S831ZZ192E-05

o
@
n
s
T

u

G
z
u

-1.5852189533@~-06
em2~64~5~1441E+oo

--2.!51525130950E-01
-1.3444694004?~-02

1.40871O16422E-O2
‘a.1813?18~~85P03

s.o~oooooooooE-ol

l.OOOo~ooooooE-ol

@.65224000000E+02

APPENDIX B

FOREST FIRE BURN RATE

The mass fraction of unburned explosive U +s defined as W = 1 for pure
solid, and burns to gaseous products, U = O, according to a
pressure-dependen+, rate law based on experimental data.lS2 The rate R is
defined for pressure P in M9ars and time t in us by

R. (l/W) (dbJ/dt).

The limiting conditions set R . 0 for P less than a specified cutoff
pressJre and R = I(U ● O immediately) when P reaches the C-J pressure. The

rate parameters used in this study are tabulated in Table B-I.

TABLE B-I

FCM?ESTFIRE RATE PARAMETERS

PBX 9501

C-J PRESSUQ[ ● 003595 CUT-~F PRESSURE ● CoCC5
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These Forest Fire paramters are derived from the experinwntally
determined Pop plots. The equation of the Pop plot is

!Lnx=A+B?.n P,

with the run distance x in cm and the pressure P in Mbars. IllePop plots
are shown in Fig. 1. The parameters are gi.~en in Table B-II.

TABLE B-II

POP-PLOT PARAMETERS

/! B.—

PPX 9501 -500B27PB~lJ -1.475245725
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~igure 4, Calculated Pressure Alonq Ccntcrl inr for “7,67-1111:1
(0,30 inm)-dinm Cylinder Impact.on !IOO-10 ill. N4L 111/5

(2772 ft/s) at Various Timer After iml),~(t
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Fiqure 6, Calculated Pres:ura and !Jnburned Nass Fraction for 7,6? i:w

(0.30 in,)-diam Cylinder Impact on PBX 9501 at 845 n!s
(2772 ft.);), l,ql ;;sAfter Impact
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r gur[?7. Calcul~ted Isobars In PRX 9501 at l,ql
(0,30 In)-dlrim Cylinder at fM5 m/s (2772 ft/s)
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Figure H. Isobars (Top) and Contours of Constant IlcssFraction at 1.!71~:!
(Left) and 2.38 il~ After Impact by 7,62 mm (0.30 In, ) ~yllnclo~

at 873 m/s (2864 ft/s)
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Figure 9. Pressure and Unburned !lass Fraction For 7,62 mm
[n.30 in.)..diamCylinder Impact at 873 mis (2864 ftls)
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Fig~’rc 10, Shock ~ront Pressure il:~S.,\l’i Time for lmpnct l~y :1,.l!i mm
(0.13 in, )-diwn Cylinder
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Figure 12. Isobars at G.20 ,:s and 1.58 ,s /,fter Impact with 6,35 mm
(0,25 In. )-diam sphere at 1052 m/s (6077 ft/s)
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